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Recently, the explosion of the lawsuits about the CPA have made the deviance 
behavior of the CPA the center of public voice. Some CPA firms paid out lots of 
money for these lawsuits. The chastenment of the law has replaced the traditional 
social control mode of self-discipline by personnal morality (which was called by 
Weber the control mode of “chrismatic” ) gradually, and acted as the core role in risk 
control of the CPA firms. Except the chastenment of the law, many people have found 
other kind of professional behavior of the CPA. For instance,the SEC has found that 
the CPA’s opinions were flexible in the process of their industry supervision.It is 
obvious that the chastenment of the law acted as a kind of important social control 
tools and at certain degree resulted in the transformation of the strategies of the CPA 
who acted by the principle of self-interest from deviance behavior to the flexible 
behavior. This paper tries to throw light on these phenomenons and to illustrate their 
relationship and the causes they turn up under the social background of these lawsuits. 
We find that although the social norms could make the boundaries of various 
behavior clear, but because the norms themselves are ambiguous which leads to a 
zone in which the norms could vary. This article calls this zone “public sphere” .In the 
zone, the existence and accumulation of the deviance and flexible behavior would 
lead to the transition of the norms.The causes of the CPA’s deviance behavior are very 
complicated, they are the consequence of many factors such as the actors themselves 
and the effect of the circumstance .So the supervisors must make rules according these 
causes so that they could reach their goals of social control. 
   In the modern society, the chastenment of the law stepped in the supervision of the 
CPA powerfully.This kind of interference is necessary and effective which could 
promote the integration of the rules.The reasons why the chastenment of the law acts 
as the core role is not occasionally, but have their deep social and history causes, such 
as the social innovation from status society to the covenant society, the special status 
of the CPA in the securities market and the characteristics of the CPA’s working target. 
Once the rules are enacted , they are expected to be applied and be effective, but in 
fact we could not hope they are effective completely. When the enacted rules could 
not be effective, or could not be approbated and obeyed, it would form the space and 













The flexible behavior of the auditors is coincident with the rules seemingly,so it 
is cryptic and could not be found easily. Although the flexible behavior of the auditors 
is conformed with the clauses of the law, but it violates the fundamental spirit and 
requirement of the law.The mechanism and consequence of the flexible behavior of 
the auditors is more relative with the chastenment of the law, dignity and disgrace 
which is quite different from the deviance behavior. There are some social reasons 
why the flexible behavior of the auditors is so prevalent.The premise of the flexible 
behavior of the auditors is the ambiguity of the behavior of human being, the 
existence of the chastenment of the law is a very important force which promotes the 
flexible behavior of the auditors, the fexible behavior of the auditors needs skills, it is 
a kind of high intelligence behavior, another reason which makes the flexible behavior 
of the auditors prevail is the no-criminal characteristic of this kind of behavior. The 
flexible behavior of the auditors reflects the drawbacks of the modern society , the 
disorder of the sense of the value and morality and the degree of the citizens’ 
approbation of the rationality and the legitimation of present institution. The flexible 
behavior of the auditors could act as a“safety valve”, which could allay the social 
effect of some drastic measures and rigid institution. 
We studied the data of 1998-2004 from Chinese securities market and some 
cases ,and found that there were lots of flexible behavior of the CPA when they 
presented their audit reports. Moreover, the CPA were affected by the financial 
condition of a company ,especially a company which was at a loss or its assets could 
not make up for its debts.  
   Finally, we gave some advices about the formats and the types of the audit reports, 
and constructed a framework of social integration which enclosed the law system, the 
government supervision, the out-law order and the ideology, and proposed some 
workable measures about how to supervise the CPA’s deviance and flexible behavior. 
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1.1  问题的提出与研究动因 
1972 年 12 月 29 日，美国麻省理工学院教授、混沌学开创人之一洛伦兹





























































































1.2  本文的理论前提 






那里，自利动机是由它引起的行为的 终效果来衡量的，即“ 大多数人的 大
幸福”；新古典主义者瓦尔拉斯和马歇尔则不再区分生产者和消费者，统称“偏
好的 大化”，既包括货币 大化，也包括效用 大化，并且服从边际计算的原
则；卡尔·布鲁内认为，经济人是“会计算、有创造性并能获取 大利益的人”；
穆勒认为是“人宁可要较大的份额的财富而不要较小的财富。”总之，他们眼中
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